
CrowdStrike Service Partners and Alliances Drive SOC Transformation with Falcon Next-Gen SIEM

Service partners and alliances including Deloitte, EY, HCLTech, TCS and more to power the AI-native SOC with CrowdStrike Falcon Next-Gen SIEM,
securing customers with unprecedented speed and efficiency

AUSTIN, Texas--(BUSINESS WIRE)--May 7, 2024-- RSA Conference 2024 -- CrowdStrike (NASDAQ: CRWD) today announced expanded
partnerships and alliances with global system integrators (GSIs), managed service providers (MSPs) and managed security service providers
(MSSPs) to power SIEM services transformation with CrowdStrike Falcon® Next-Gen SIEM. Partners and alliances including Deloitte, Ernst & Young
LLP (EY US), HCLTech, Tata Consultancy Services (TCS) and more are choosing CrowdStrike Falcon Next-Gen SIEM for its ability to unify Falcon
and third-party data, threat intelligence, AI and workflow automation to deliver the AI-native SOC and stop breaches with unprecedented speed and
efficiency.

The velocity and sophistication of cyberattacks continues to increase, with breakout times now measured in minutes. At the same time, the growing
cybersecurity skills gap increases the risk of a data breach. Service providers are the trusted advisors that organizations rely on for strategy,
deployment and management, but the technology powering these services is out of date. Legacy SIEMs are too slow and complex to match the speed
of today’s adversary. Service providers require a new approach to manage immense volumes of security and IT data and accelerate threat detection
and response. With Falcon Next-Gen SIEM, CrowdStrike is delivering on the promise of the AI-native SOC, combining Falcon and third-party data,
threat intelligence, AI and workflow automation to secure customers against modern threats.

“Service providers have brought SIEM technology to customer environments for decades. It’s time for better – faster response times, less complexity,
lower operating costs,” said Daniel Bernard, chief business officer, CrowdStrike. “The fact that our service partners and alliances – many of the world’s
best – trust CrowdStrike Falcon Next-Gen SIEM to drive SOC transformation and stop breaches illustrates the competitive advantages and market
opportunity CrowdStrike provides.”

“Falcon Next-Gen SIEM and the service capabilities delivered by our global partners and alliances is how we win and scale,” said Tom Etheridge, chief
global services officer, CrowdStrike. “Together, we’re sharing our expertise and industry-leading technology to secure more customers, offering the
flexibility of working with trusted SIEM partners.”

Supporting Quotes

“We have a long history working with CrowdStrike to help our shared clients improve their cyber outcomes and transform their managed security
services,” said Kevin Urbanowicz, managing director, cyber detect and respond practice, Deloitte & Touche LLP. “As our clients look to simplify their
cyber technology, we see Falcon Next-Gen SIEM as an important component of the modern SOC technology stack. Our SOC transformation and
engineering teams are already helping organizations around the world to better detect and mitigate breaches with Falcon Next-Gen SIEM as part of
our broader cyber services and solutions suite.”

“There are EY clients in different stages of SOC transformation, facing similar challenges with legacy SIEM,” said Bill Fryberger, principal,
cybersecurity, Ernst & Young LLP. “CrowdStrike Falcon Next-Gen SIEM can make it easy to adopt, operate and scale, and can provide the speed and
accuracy organizations need to detect and respond to today’s threats. We’re excited to deepen our relationship with CrowdStrike and continue to
innovate our services with this leading technology.”

Falcon Next-Gen SIEM is generally available. For more information:

Get a demo at RSA, booth #N-6144
Register for the virtual AI-Native SOC Summit
Visit the Falcon Next-Gen SIEM page or request a free virtual test drive
Visit the Falcon Next-Gen SIEM partner page.

About CrowdStrike

CrowdStrike (Nasdaq: CRWD), a global cybersecurity leader, has redefined modern security with the world’s most advanced cloud-native platform for
protecting critical areas of enterprise risk – endpoints and cloud workloads, identity and data.

Powered by the CrowdStrike Security Cloud and world-class AI, the CrowdStrike Falcon® platform leverages real-time indicators of attack, threat
intelligence, evolving adversary tradecraft and enriched telemetry from across the enterprise to deliver hyper-accurate detections, automated
protection and remediation, elite threat hunting and prioritized observability of vulnerabilities.

Purpose-built in the cloud with a single lightweight-agent architecture, the Falcon platform delivers rapid and scalable deployment, superior protection
and performance, reduced complexity and immediate time-to-value.

CrowdStrike: We stop breaches.
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CrowdStrike, Inc. and registered with the United States Patent and Trademark Office, and in other countries. CrowdStrike owns other trademarks and
service marks, and may use the brands of third parties to identify their products and services.
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